Asset Recovery System
Sometimes an asset needs to be picked up and recovered.
Minimize your loss by effectively tracking and managing that asset through the recovery
process. Understand and manage the asset’s value, recovery status, expenses, pictures, and
legal docs. At a glance, see your gain or loss on that asset and the components driving the
eventual disposition. Store all communication on the recovery in the tool, not locked away in
one person’s email account, so all team members have access and visibility.

EXPENSES, GAIN/LOSS
SUMMARY
Assess whether the asset has
resulted in a gain or loss by
tracking earnings and expenses
from the asset.

REMAINING
BOOK VALUE
Track residual value of the
asset based on the lease term
or useful life.

LEGAL DOCUMENTS
Store title, insurance and other
important legal documents
with the asset.

ORIGINAL LEASE
Have the original lease
documentation accessible and
stored with other information
around the asset.

CORRESPONDENCE
TRACKING/LOG
Store all communication on
the recovery in the tool, so all
team members have access
and visibility.

ASSET IMAGES

KEY DATES SUMMARY

Store photos of the asset to
help identify equipment upon
repo and help with later resale.

Items such as transfer of title,
scheduled pickup, date listed,
date sold, etc.

ASSET SUMMARY
Have a record of the asset
details from the make, model,
color, VIN or serial number,
value, location, and more.
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Case Study
Beacon Funding
• Leasing Integration
• Automated Credit Pulls
• CRM Integration
• Cloud Server Infrastructure

Why You Should Work With Us
SECURITY
We take security seriously. Our entire staff take routine security and secure code training in addition
to security monitoring. Our code goes through static and dynamic code analysis that is built into our
SDLC and penetration testing to ensure the highest quality is met.

COMPETITIVE
With offices in the US and overseas, we are able to lower your costs by leveraging the global
marketplace. We don’t outsource, rather we have invested heavily in global services so we can provide
the same service at lower costs.

PARTNERSHIP
Our business process automation software is not only used in the equipment leasing industry but
also by millions of our client’s customers across the globe in a diverse host of business applications.
Our clients have improved their workflow efficiencies substantially by using technology that we’ve
developed and continue to maintain and enhance on a regular basis.

What Are You Waiting for?
Discover how Liventus can help expand your
business with leasing solutions.

Let’s Get Started!
855.345.1395
hello@liventus.com
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